
CCAPP Strongly Opposes AB 700, the Counselor Demotion Bill 

Your urgent response is necessary to kill this bill and save your job 

On Monday, CCAPP voted to oppose Assembly Bill 700 (Jones-Sawyer) due to the devastating impact it 
would have on counselors in California. To cover the costs of AB 700, certification organizations will be 
forced to raise their renewal fees to over $800 to pay for it. According to CCAPP CEO Pete Nielsen, 
CCAPP is protecting counselors from this burden. “The Assembly Appropriations Committee estimates 
the program will cost over $4 million in just the first year – that’s $4 million out of counselors’ pockets to 
pay for it,” said Nielsen. “We can’t let that happen to our members, AB 700 will increase certification 
fees by over 300%,” said Nielsen. 
 
In addition to the cost to counselors, the bill also forces a large portion of certified counselors down the 
career ladder. “AB 700 demotes more than one-half of counselors,” said Nielsen. AB 700 "demotes" 
the current workforce by relegating all non-degreed counselors to "0" level, regardless of skill, 
accomplishment, years of service, or seniority, he explains. “No matter how much education you’ve 
obtained, if you do not have a degree from an accredited college, you will be at the bottom of the ladder.” 
If not stopped, the bill would be implemented on January 1, 2019 and it has no grandparent for the 
current workforce. All LAADC, CADC I, and CADC II, certified counselors without degrees will be forced 
to step down upon renewal. According to Nielsen, this will drive pay downward for experienced 
counselors, “As employers restructure staffing to reflect the career ladder, older, more experienced 
counselors will be shorted, as less experienced degreed counselors are rewarded at the top of the 
ladder.”  
 
 
AB 700 not only impacts counselors working in licensed and certified programs, it kills private practice. 
AB 700 prohibits addiction counselors from private practice unless they have a current license from a 
behavioral health board.  Nielsen says this is ruinous to the growing private practice modality in 
California. “There is no license level in this career ladder; all counselors who want to reach the highest 
level must become mental health practitioners which doubles your education and requires you to maintain 
both AOD certification and professional licensing costs.” The effect of this would be to close current 
private practice and DOT SAP practices. “On January 1, 2019 all private practitioners and DOT SAP 
qualified credentialed counselors will have to close their doors. Their clients and contractors will be left 
with no services, putting the public at risk and effecting the life and health of individuals who are currently 
in their care.” This bill only prohibits certified counselors from providing services in private practice, yet 
allows uncertified and uneducated behavioral health interns to provide services.  
In addition to requiring that AOD practitioners obtain a mental health practitioner license, the bill allows 
untrained, untested interns of other professions to perform AOD counseling without barriers or limits, 
giving good paying jobs to behavioral health interns. “AB 700 takes good jobs from certified 
counselors and gives them to mental health interns who are specifically exempt from the requirements of 
the bill. Professionals with very little education and no competency exam or experience for addiction 
counseling will be allowed to be addiction counselors with no restriction, while the AOD specialists are 
barred from counseling independently.” 
 
 
Registrants are also hit hard by the legislation. AB 700 disregards psychometrically validated cut scores 
that the rest of the country uses. It also requires "clinical supervision" for all work experience for 
certification. Currently only the practicum coursework experience (255 hours) has this requirement. 
According to Nielsen, this will create an impenetrable barrier for registrants to complete their certification 
requirements Registrants will lose their jobs because they won’t be able to meet the five year 
requirement.” 
 
In addition to making it harder for registrants to complete certification requirements, the bill also removes 
hardship extensions for registrants. Registrants who are impacted by illness, inability to finance 



education, or inability to complete work experience requirements due to displacement or other crisis will 
be banned from certification at the five year mark. Nielsen questioned the fairness of removing the 
hardship application. “Enlisted persons, those who are injured, or those who must leave the profession for 
financial reasons, would receive a lifetime ban against returning to the profession. We cannot let this 
happen.” 
 
CCAPP program members are pushing back against AB 700 which will stretch already tight budgets. AB 

700 requires “clinical supervision” of all registrants and  provides no clear description or requirement of 

clinical supervision, just a vague definition,” said Nielsen. 

AB 700 encourages students and new entrants to leave the profession by requiring them to get a 

behavioral health licenses (LCSW, MFT, etc.) in order to reach their full potential. Colleges and schools 

have no reason to grow the AOD profession; they are incentivized to increase behavioral health 

programs.  

The bill does nothing to address assisting registrants to become certified counselors, in fact it makes this 

more difficult, exacerbating workforce shortages and ignoring the real problems programs face. “It 

does not increase competency for AOD practitioners, choosing to divert them to mental health careers. It 

supplies no new revenue to support workforce expansion; instead it drains valuable resources by taxing 

certifying organizations, counselors and programs to cover the costs of a dysfunctional career ladder. 

Rather than creating a license for addiction counselors which would expand the workforce to address the 

critical shortage of counselors in California, the bill aims to discourage people from entering the 

profession with artificial obstacles, dual credentialing and requirements that don’t meet workforce needs. 

There are not enough competent addiction professionals to fill current counselor positions. With the 

implementation of the ODS waiver and Proposition 64, California needs more counselors, not less.”  

“AB 700 proposes burdensome and costly new regulations, and for what? What does this accomplish for 

the addiction treatment industry? It does not increase competence for counselors or better client care. It 

will however, increase the amount of counselors that will need to go back to community college to climb 

up the career ladder. All three certification organizations already have career ladders. Both CCAPP and 

CAADE’s current career ladders already acknowledge degrees. CCAPP is uniting the state with the 

California Comprehensive Addiction Recovery Act (C-CARA) to move treatment forward and update 

California’s antiquated treatment system to resemble other states where licensure is common. Join us in 

fighting to increase funding and quality for all Californians experiencing addiction, at www.ccara.info. 

California needs a comprehensive approach to funding for addiction treatment, not an artificial career 

ladder that elevates some counselors, yet provides no new funding to pay them more. AB 700 is 

unnecessary and costly to all.” 

To oppose AB 700, visit https://www.ccapp.us/news/2017/06/ab-700-counselor-demotion-bill/ for details.   
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